EASCO Members’ Offer
Easy Heat – heating made easy!
Leading electric heating manufacturer, Easy Heat, has unveiled a unique control
system designed specifically for the self catering industry where heat demand
varies depending on occupancy and individual occupants’ needs.
Used in conjunction with Easy Heat’s range of water filled electric radiators the
new RFC3 pre-set timer controller provides guests with heat on demand while
simultaneously conserving energy and minimising bills by only delivering it when
and where it is needed.
A heating schedule is pre-programmed by the owner or property manager with
only limited changes by occupants and cleaning personnel permitted. These
include altering the set temperature to between 16°C and 28°C, or to no heating
at all – a temporary function as the unit reverts to the pre-set temperature at the
next heating phase – and a boost function which turns the system on for one
hour outside the normal operating times. Meanwhile, each radiator’s built in
thermostat monitors the conditions in each room to eliminate both overheating
and cold spots.
When unoccupied the property can also be put into holiday mode where the
system reverts to frost protection and the heating schedule is suspended. The
RFC3 also benefits from fully automatic time set including daylight saving
adjustments.
Tamper proof, the system offers complete peace of mind with the additional
benefits of being maintenance free – electric water filled radiators do not need to
be bled, topped up or serviced – and quick and easy to install.
Easy Heat is the only British company to transform the conventional central
heating system by integrating a mini boiler, pump and thermostat into each
radiator. Wall mounted on brackets and plugged into any 13 amp socket, the
system requires no pipework, thereby eliminating this form of energy wastage,
and offers complete flexibility for building design and room layout. And, because
Easy Heat radiators operate without a central boiler, there is no risk of total
system failure.
EASCO members can take advantage of a generous 20% discount on Easy
Heat’s electric water filled radiators.
Details of how to claim this offer will be available when you have joined
EASCO.

